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Supervision of Dissertations by Prof. Jaeger
(valid until further notice)
Supervision of dissertation projects is (subject to available capacities) accepted solely where the
person of the applicant and topic together promise an output and research result of excellent quality.
Personal minimum requirements for applicants are:
- Excellent command of either German or English: Dissertations are written works that require
precision and where grammatical or linguistic mistakes, ambiguity or poor language skills cannot be
tolerated.
- Strong analytical and structuring skills and precision, prima facie demonstrated by the overall
impression of the application (e.g. no copy/paste-mails including formatting and other mistakes,
unclearly structured or worded applications, unclear links to Prof. Jaeger’s research interests etc.).
- Good knowledge of European Law. Suitable means of proof are (alternatively) ...
o advanced exam in EU Law (e.g. Vienna University 3rd cycle Modulprufung or equivalent)
graded B (Gut) or better and completion of an advanced course in European Law (seminar,
practical exercise or other; Vienna University 3rd cycle or equivalent) graded A (Sehr Gut);
or
o successful participation in the European Law Moot Court competition (ELMC); or
o LL.M with European Law focus; or
o relevant practice (traineeships, employment ...); or
o publications in European Law.
o Optional: references, recommendations.
Prof. Jaeger keeps a list of topics, available exclusively at personal meetings regarding the supervision
of a dissertation project. The list is confidential and will not be handed out for copying etc. Own
proposals are welcome. Such proposals must however clearly fall within Prof. Jaeger’s core research
interests and must (regarding the state of the law as well the state of the art) be new and pertinent.
Persons or requests/mails failing to fulfill already the above requirements will not receive an invitation
to a personal meeting without additional reasons given. If a meeting takes place, the final decision on
the acceptance of supervision is taken there (where necessary following further arrangements).
Applications and requests for a personal meeting the acceptance of supervision are to be directed to
Ms. Maria Anna Berlakovich only and must include all relevant documents.

